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Hi to All
Well, we are into July already…phew ….and nearly out of it …that went quickly. I will be a year older but
will endeavor to maintain my “young at heart” status.
I hope that those who attended and participated in my BSA workshop enjoyed it
At the last committee meeting I posed these questions.
What does art mean for us and how important is it to us and to those around us? Do we realise what effect
it has on us and those around us?
This is what you all came up with at the meeting.








Art is a therapy for us / a stress release.
It is a learning tool, increasing our knowledge in so many areas IE: philosophically, appreciation.
We learn different ways of seeing.
It engages us and provides fellowship.
We learn to celebrate the differences…and values.
It assists us with dealing with life’s issues.
Comparing ourselves with other artists can be a stopper, consequently we need to realise that we
are all artistically different.

These are what I scribbled up on the white board. I think that sometimes we all need reminding and
therefore might be enough to give us a “jump start”!
Lots of BSA exhibitions that you are aware of, however the most recent one is at Barkly Square
Campus…around the surrounds of the “Pot of Courage” café. I think that there are approximately 30 art
works gracing the walls. Thanks Sue, for organising this wonderful opportunity.
The Art Space application involving the women of BSA is being formulated. We would like to meet briefly
with all those who wish to participate straight after the committee meeting. We need to get this in asap, so
consensus and commitment is what we are seeking. Please come and stay to become informed in this
great opportunity.
So far good health is spreading around BSA members, and we trust that this may continue. Please
remember to wear your masks, as we are certainly not out of the “Covid Woods” yet. Trudy
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(Wait Please Read Before Scrolling Down This is Important)
Treasurer Position:
Hi all, we really need your help with this. Allan Moody has been our treasurer for quite a
while now and needs to resign in December. We are looking for two people to take over
this position.
Now don’t panic. It’s not that hard. We want two people, one to be the treasurer and one
the assistant treasurer. We have a program that is just plug and play, so you don’t need
accounting experience.
Allan will show you the ropes and I am sure will be happy to help if anything arises. For our
Society to continue to operate we need members to pitch in and help. You cannot leave it
to the same few as this leads to burn-out. And also new ideas are always needed. We have
been going for 40 years and this is due to members pitching in and helping out with the
committee and various positions over the years, so we really need some people to step
forward and take on these rolls.
I look forward to a lot of you taking the initiative and contact Allan agmoody73@gmail.com
to talk to him about it.
Thanks in Advance.

Hi all,
I am going to be badgering you all for more articles to add to our newsletter. We need to make it
interesting to read, especially for our members who are finding it difficult to get to meetings, due to a
number of factors.
A newsletter is not just for the mundane information about meetings and exhibitions. (I know these are
important). The newsletter is meant to help us enjoy not only our art, but also the society and other
members, to give as a laugh and make us feel good.
I would really love to make this newsletter something that every member looks forward to each month and
cannot wait to open it and read what is going on.
So be warned, there will be a quiz on this newsletter or not?
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Hi all this is a new section to our newsletter. Here we can send out birthday wishes to our
members. Well wishes to anyone who is not feeling well.
Birthday Wishes, as I don’t know, who is having a birthday this month. I am going to wish
everyone who has had a birthday in July.

And to all our members who are feeling under the weather this is for you.
Peter Mac is struggling, so he needs our prays and wishes.
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LAKE WENDOUREE MUSEUM
This has been a very mutually beneficial arrangement with the Paddle Steamer
Society and BSA.
During Winter they are normally closed and with the limited opening hours of 10 am
till 2 pm it wasn’t worth opening. Now that we are there with our art display, they are
averaging around 25 visitors over those hours. One Sunday we had 33 visitors. Many
are interested in the paddle boat and also there are those who are enjoying our art.
We have sold a few pieces and cards.
It is now time to changeover some art for some fresh pieces, to keep the art show
vibrant.
If you have any work related to Lake Wendouree, Ballarat gardens, flowers, animals
etc. please think about putting your artwork in. Currently, we are staying there until
October 30th, but the Museum may wish us to stay longer.
We have the card stand and unframed works there for sale too.
Members having been sitting at the museum of a Sunday and creating and chatting
to visitors. It is a pleasant time being there and the 4 hours flies very quickly. They
have made us very welcome in the space. Doors are open and masks are
encouraged. You don’t have to be on the roster if you have commitments that inhibit
you from being there.
Please contact Sue Clarke if you are interested in hanging work there.
bsamember16@gmail.com

or Ph: 0409 431 960

Some of our art work on Display at
Glimpses Exhibition.
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Our latest exhibition has just began at Barkly Square. I have not been
here before, but it is a wonderful space and the artworks are displayed
for all to see. Go along and visit and have a cuppa and bite to eat at the
Pot of Courage coffee shop.
Exhibiton goes from July 25th 2022to August 26th 2022.

9 AM to 5PM Monday to Friday.
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1st Place Jon Lam for his delightful paint of trees at Echuca call “All the Rivers Run”.

2nd Place was taken out by Jennifer Sutterby
with a beautiful piece called “Moving the Mob”

Congratulations to you both
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Trudy’s workshop, was well attended. We all learnt so much. It’s amazing what you can do with a rubber,
charcoal and graphite. We had lots of fun as you can see in the photos. Some great works were produced. I
don’t know about anyone else but I got into quite a mess, which is not unusual, but I had so much fun
learning. I have always admired Trudy’s work and to see and experience the time and effort that goes into
these pieces was truly amazing, I know I’ve used that word before but it fits so well. If you ever have the
chance to try one of these types of classes, I highly recommend it. These mediums may not be for
everyone, but it’s good to try something new and we also learn a little bit more about our art and how we
perceive things.
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July’s raffle winner was Susanne Graham. Well done.

I asked one of our lovely librarians Jane Reyne about why she does the library. Jane said that she likes
being able to contribute to the society and she is very interested in the books. She would like to see more
people borrowing the books especially the DVD’s as they are very under-utilized. It is understandable as
most people do not use DVD players anymore, but perhaps we can look at how they can be utilized.
Jane told me that we have a large range of books overing all sorts of subjects.
We have:
A large collection of watercolours.
Books on Oil painting.
Oil Pastels also are covered.
There are also a number of books on the Old Masters and we can learn a lot from them.
There are lots of How To books and General Reference materials.
So please take a look I am sure there is something that you can find that will be of benefit.
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Painting from Photographs
As it is not always possible to paint from real life this book solves many problems you can encounter when
painting from photos.
It shows you how to change a dull, boring, lifeless photo into something stunning. By adjusting for
example, the perspective, mood, light and depth or combining several images to get the best out of your
photos.
There are step by step illustrations, projects to try and a section on how to use your camera.
An informative book to try out your artistic licence.
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I have a lovely story from Brian Lawrence that relates very well to what Trudy talked about at our last
meeting.
As we all know Brian hails from Scotland and has travelled to many places in his time, he has finally settled
in Ballarat and we are glad that he has.
As you can imagine when you leave home you leave behind friends and family, sometimes they stay in
touch and other times not so much. Brian has been lucky to stay in touch with an old neighbour and friend
who he has stayed in touch with for around 52 years.
Now how does this relate to what Trudy and all of us were talking about last meeting, well here goes.
Brian’s friend in Scotland has kept abreast of his work over the years, not so long ago this friend asked
Brian if he could repost some of Brian’s artwork on his Facebook page. Brian agree not really expecting
anything to happen. Well it just shows how small a world we live in. Brian was a soccer goalkeeper in his
day. He was friends with one of the players and his wife, but over the years they lost touch with each
other. But due to Brian’s friend posting his art on his Facebook page, the wife of his old friend contacted
Brian and they were able to catch up on old times. Even though they are on opposite sides of the World
they were able to make contact again through Art. They can share old memories and catch up on what is
happening with each other.
I think this is a wonderful story about, how art brought two old friends together again and shows that you
never know what the results of something will be.
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BSA continues to have a profile at the Trades in the Corridor Art Space.
It is another opportunity to have art up and on display in a venue in Ballarat.
We will be changing over the artwork soon.
Kirk Alexander and Lisa Tomlinson have indicated an interest for the next changeover.
Date to be coordinated at the meeting on Saturday.
Please contact Sue Clarke if you are interested in hanging your art there.
bsamember16@gmail.com or Ph: 0409 431 960
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Art Shows
Don’t have any exhibitions that our artists are involved for this month’s issue.
Daylesford has opened entries for their art show 2022. You should have received the information from Sue
Clarke in an email she sent out to everyone. I have participated in this show before and it was great fun. So
think about entering.
Kirk Alexander and Sharmaine Riches are having an Exhibition at Accent Framing at the moment. Pop in
and have a look, both very different artists some great works.
A reminder for all those interested in ART Space Exhibition. There will be a short meeting after the General
Meeting.

Artist Profiles
It would be fantastic if all members who haven’t sent profile information to Susan Clarke, could do so soon.
Having these on file is necessary for art shows and exhibitions and any submissions that we may need to
apply for. If you enter art shows, some groups ask for them too. They are handy to have. It is also
important to keep them up to date with any new information or artwork. Contact Susan
bsamember16@gmail.com
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Ventilation at Meetings
It is still recommended by the health authorities that we have certain protocols in place when in a room
with a group of people and one of these is ventilation. Please note that a couple of the windows will be
open at our meetings for this purpose, to keep fresh air circulating at our meetings. The heaters will be on,
but the windows will remain slightly open.

Kitchen & Sharing Lunch is back at meetings…
We are again sharing lunch at meetings. If you wish to participate, please bring a plate of food to share.
There is an oven for hot food. A list of BSA Kitchen duties will be laminated for the kitchen.

Do somet
QQ

Quips and Quotes
Do something every day to make other people
happy, even if it‘s only leaving them alone.
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Radmac have a very nice display of artworks at the moment, if you can take the time to pop in
and have a look, they also have a great range of art products as well, and they do look after BSA members
with a 10% discount.

Accent Framing. One of newest members Amie Murphy runs this business and has taken
to getting art supplies that other art suppliers around town do not have. I have had a look and there are
some wonderful supplies there. Also they are offering 10% discount for BSA members.
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